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Heavy fermion materials are intermetallic compounds whose electronic properties exhibit a variety
of anomalous effects at low temperatures. These effects emerge from the interplay between strong
magnetic moments of localized f-electrons and the conduction electrons of the compound. Due to
complex many-body interactions, these electron systems are said to be strongly correlated. At low
temperatures the wave functions of the conduction electrons and the f-electrons hybridize, giving rise
to a ’heavy’ charge carrier with an effective mass even a hundred or a thousand times the free electron
mass. Magnetic interactions of the electrons create a stage of magnetic ordering or disordering,
superconductivity in some compounds, quantum critical phase changes and experimentally observed
deviations from the so-called Fermi liquid theory that describes strongly interacting fermions at low
temperatures. In fact, deviations from the Fermi liquid theory have for long been an interest in
solid state physics, since the underlying mechanism is not understood. One of the main motivators
for understanding unconventional behaviour of fermionic ensembles has been the discovery of high-
temperature superconductivity, as well as explaining electronic correlations and quantum critical
behaviour emerging from magnetic interactions.
Two heavy fermion compounds were examined in this thesis: CeCu6 and YbRh2Si2. CeCu6 is an
archetypal heavy fermion metal with well-established Fermi liquid behaviour of its valence electrons.
YbRh2Si2, on the other hand, exhibits quantum criticality between magnetic order and disorder,
and pronounced deviations from the Fermi liquid characteristics have been shown to occur in the
vicinity of the quantum critical region.
The compounds were studied with optical spectroscopy, utilizing a superconducting stripline reso-
nator in the GHz frequency range. The method addresses the skin effect of these materials, and
in this manner information regarding scattering mechanisms can be obtained. A correction for the
theory of skin effect in heavy fermion materials is suggested in this thesis, as these compounds can
no longer be treated as conventional metals.
In this thesis it is shown that correlation effects in heavy fermion compounds cause deviations
to the description of the normal skin effect, and the method is used further to understand the
connections between theoretical predictions and experimental observations. All in all, both the
theoretically and experimentally conducted method for investigating scattering mechanisms in heavy
fermion compounds via the skin effect offers a new approach for understanding correlated electronic
transport and the physics behind it.
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Kumpulan kampuskirjasto
Raskasfermionimetallit ovat metallien yhdisteita¨, joiden elektronisilla ominaisuuksilla on lukuisia
anomaalisia fysikaalisia ilmio¨ita¨ matalissa la¨mpo¨tiloissa. Na¨ma¨ ilmio¨t aiheutuvat lokalisoituneiden f-
elektronien vahvojen magneettisten momenttien ja johtavuuselektronien va¨lisesta¨ vuorovaikutukses-
ta. Monimutkaisesta monen kappaleen ongelmasta johtuen kyseisten elektronisysteemien sanotaan
olevan vahvasti korreloituneituneita. Matalissa la¨mpo¨tiloissa johtavuuselektronien ja f-elektronien
aaltofunktiot hybridisoituvat, mika¨ aiheuttaa varauksenkantajien efektiivisen massan kasvamisen
sata- tai tuhatkertaiseksi vapaan elektronin massaan na¨hden. Elektronien vahva magneettinen vuo-
rovaikutus luo pohjan magneettiselle ja¨rjestykselle tai epa¨ja¨rjestykselle, suprajohtavuudelle era¨issa¨
raskasfermioniyhdisteissa¨, kvanttikriittisille faasimuutoksille seka¨ kokeellisesti havaituille poikkea-
vuuksille vuorovaikuttavia fermioneja kuvaavasta ns. ferminesteteoriasta. Poikkeavuudet fermines-
teteoriasta ovat jo kauan olleet kiinnostuksen kohteena kiintea¨n olomuodon fysiikassa, silla¨ niita¨ ai-
heuttavaa mekanismia ei viela¨ka¨a¨n tunneta. Suurimpia innoittajia fermionijoukkojen epa¨tavanomai-
sen ka¨ytta¨ytymisen ymma¨rta¨miseen ovat mm. korkean la¨mpo¨tilan suprajohteet seka¨ elektronisten
korrelaatioiden ja magneettisista vuorovaikutuksista johtuvan kvanttikriittisyyden ymma¨rta¨minen.
Ta¨ssa¨ tyo¨ssa¨ tutkittiin kahta raskasfermioniyhdistetta¨: CeCu6 ja YbRh2Si2. Na¨ista¨ CeCu6 on tyy-
pillinen ferminesteteorian puitteissa ka¨ytta¨ytyva¨ metalli. YbRh2Si2 -yhdisteessa¨ sen sijaan voidaan
havaita kvanttikriittinen faasimuutos magneettisesti ja¨rjesta¨ytyneen ja epa¨ja¨rjesta¨ytyneen tilan va¨-
lilla¨. Magneettisesti epa¨ja¨rjesta¨ytyneessa¨ faasissa YbRh2Si2 ka¨ytta¨ytyy ferminesteen tavoin, mutta
kvanttikriittisen faasimuutoksen la¨heisyydessa¨ sen ominaisuudet poikkeavat ferminesteteorian en-
nustuksista huomattavasti.
Kyseisia¨ yhdisteita¨ tutkittiin optisella spektroskopialla suprajohtavaa liuskajohtoresonaattoria ka¨yt-
ta¨en GHz-taajuusalueella. Ta¨ma¨ menetelma¨ soveltuu yhdisteiden virranahtoilmio¨n tutkimiseen, ja
na¨in saadaan tietoa elektronien sirontamekanismeista. Virranahtoilmio¨n teoriaan raskasfermionime-
talleille esiteta¨a¨n korjaus, silla¨ vahvasti korreloituneita yhdisteita¨ ei voida ka¨sitella¨ tavanomaisina
metalleina.
Ta¨ssa¨ tyo¨ssa¨ na¨yteta¨a¨n, etta¨ raskasfermionimetallien korrelaatioefektit aiheuttavat poikkeamia nor-
maalin virranahtoilmio¨n tunnusmerkisto¨sta¨, ja menetelma¨a¨ ka¨yteta¨a¨n teoreettisten ennusteiden se-
ka¨ kokeellisten havaintojen yhteyksien hahmottamiseen. Seka¨ teoreettisesti etta¨ kokeellisesti joh-
dettu menetelma¨ raskasfermioniyhdisteiden sirontamekanismien tutkimiseen virranahtoilmio¨n avul-
la tarjoaa uuden la¨hestymistavan korreloituneiden elektronisysteemien ymma¨rta¨miseen.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to have a close look into the physics of a heavy fermion, let us start
with a simple picture of a free particle propagating in space.
A particle with mass m and momentum p has a well-known relation for
its energy E as E = p2/2m, giving the dispersion relation between energy
and momentum. For a free particle, the energy is solely consisted of kinetic
energy from propagation. The dispersion relation of a free particle illustrated
in Figure 1.1 is a parabola in (p,E)-space, with the coefficient 1/2m defining
the characteristic curvature of the parabola, derived from simple algebra. A
”light” particle gives a steep parabola; with heavier particles the curvature
is smoother. Following the deduction the other way round, the curvature of
the dispersion relation gives information about the mass of the particle —
in a mathematical notation, 1m =
d2E
dp2
.
Fig. 1.1: Dispersion
relations for
two particles
with differ-
ent effective
masses.
However, conduction electrons in metals are no longer entirely free but
bound to a lattice of positive ions. In a crystalline lattice conduction elec-
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trons experience a periodic crystal potential, and consequently the disper-
sion relation E(p) is no longer a parabola but a more complicated function.
Moreover, the motion of an electron is not only governed by the mass of a
single free electron alone: moving in a lattice of positive ions and attract-
ing them via Coulomb interaction, the charge carrier may appear effectively
heavier or lighter compared to a free electron, depending on its surround-
ings. The mass of the electron itself does not change; the term effective mass
characterizes only the response of an electron in a solid.
Heavy fermion materials are compounds with a concentration of strong
magnetic moments in a periodic lattice. These magnetic moments are con-
sisted of half-filled 4f or 5f orbitals commonly from ytterbium, uranium or
cerium. In an intermetallic compound – that is, a solid involving metals that
create a more ordered structure than an alloy – these localized f-electrons
are combined with conduction electrons, causing alterations to the scattering
mechanisms of the conduction electrons within the material. At low enough
temperatures, Kondo effect drives the conduction electrons to screen these
magnetic moments by spin polarization. As a result, their wave functions
hybridize, giving rise to ’quasiparticles’: collective excitations of the con-
duction electrons and the localized magnetic moments. As the motion of a
conduction electron is strongly disturbed by its surroundings, it appears to
respond as an electron with a renormalized effective mass even a hundred or
a thousand times the free electron mass, thus being called a heavy fermion.
In terms of statistical mechanics, the hybridization of these two elec-
tronic bands can be portrayed with a so-called Anderson model describing
the lattice with a dynamical mean-field theory of a Kondo lattice. The
model considers an effectively structureless ”nearly free” conduction elec-
tron band – whose dispersion relation resembles a parabola that is altered
by a periodic crystal lattice – hybridizing with a localised and hence disper-
sionless f-electron band, as seen in Figure 1.2. The hybridization of these
two bands result into two Fermi bands separated by a forbidden hybridiza-
tion gap and an electron density of states being most dense in the vicinity
of the Fermi level. Notice the flatness of the hybridized band dispersion —
a heavy fermion has emerged.
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Fig. 1.2: The states of the localised f-electrons and the conduction electrons in a
Kondo lattice hybridize at low temperatures with the corresponding com-
posite band relation shown with dotted curves, giving rise to a hybridiza-
tion gap between the upper and lower bands. The corresponding density
of quasiparticle states ρ?(E) is shown in the right. With occupied states
until the Fermi level µ and noting the flatness of the resulting dispersion,
the hybridization results into the emergence of a heavy charge carrier.
Adapted from [5].
Being heavy, the charge carriers are harder to accelerate. In comparison
to electrons in conventional metals, their movement is slower, mean free
path between scattering events is shorter and the corresponding relaxation
time is longer. In practise, the heavy fermion state can be acknowledged
from a large heat capacity, as electrons are the main conveyor of heat at low
temperatures when lattice vibrations are slowly turned off.
For the reason that strong magnetic interactions between conduction
electrons and magnetic impurities cause complex electronic many-body in-
teractions in heavy fermion compounds, these electronic systems are said
to be strongly correlated. Such systems cannot be modelled in terms of a
simple Hartree-Fock method of a weakly interacting electron in an averaged
”sea” of other electrons, but require a consideration of correlation effects in
order to be modelled theoretically.
As well as other fermionic ensembles at low temperatures, the scattering
mechanisms governing electronic transport in heavy fermion compounds can
be characterized by Fermi liquid theory, described by Lev Landau in 1956.
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Heavy fermion compounds have experimentally been shown to both follow
the Fermi liquid characterization and strongly deviate from it, depending
on the compound and its phase. The interactions of the localized magnetic
moments both between each other and with the conduction electrons create
a stage for various exotic phenomena to occur: these compounds host both
magnetic ordering and disordering, superconductivity in some compounds
and phase changes at absolute zero temperature, i.e. completely without
the effect of thermal fluctuations. Such phenomena are said to be quantum
critical, as these phase changes are driven purely by quantum fluctuations.
These quantum critical regions have been experimentally observed to be ac-
companied with a break-down of Fermi liquid characterization – the physics
of fermionic ensembles – and what’s more, such so-called non-Fermi liquid
phases have been shown to follow similar observable physics, for which only
a few preliminary suggestive explanations exist to date.
In point of fact, deviations from the Fermi liquid theory have for long
been an interest in solid state physics, since the underlying mechanism is not
understood. Some of the main motivators for understanding unconventional
behaviour of fermionic ensembles has been the discovery of high-temperature
superconductivity and the need to find explanations beyond the Bardeen-
Cooper-Scrieffer theory of conventional superconductors, as well as explain-
ing the electronic correlations and quantum critical behaviour emerging from
magnetic interactions.
Experimentally, heavy fermion compounds are ideal to examine corre-
lated electronic transport at low temperature as the higher effective carrier
mass results into a quadratically enhanced amplitude of the intrinsic scat-
tering mechanisms, with respect to temperature-related phononic scatter-
ing. Two heavy fermion compounds are examined in this thesis: CeCu6
and YbRh2Si2. CeCu6 is a compound with well-established Fermi liquid
behaviour of its valence electrons1. YbRh2Si2, on the other hand, exhibits
quantum criticality between magnetic order and disorder, and pronounced
deviations from the Fermi liquid characteristics have been shown to oc-
1 CeCu6 has experimentally been shown to present the quadratic T
2-variance of elec-
trical resistivity that is characteristic for a Fermi liquid [1].
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cur in the vicinity of the quantum critical region. Nevertheless the effects
of temperature to heavy fermion materials has been well studied, due to
experimental difficulties neither of these compounds have been adequately
examined with respect to the frequency of an external electric field. This is
unfortunate, because frequency has an undeniable importance in the elec-
tronic transport of correlated systems. In this thesis experimental research
is conducted to gain information of the frequency-dependent response of
correlated electronic transport in these compounds.
The compounds were studied with optical spectroscopy, utilizing a pla-
nar superconducting stripline resonator in the GHz frequency range. The
method addresses the skin effect of these materials, and in this manner in-
formation regarding scattering mechanisms can be obtained. A correction
for the theory of skin effect for heavy fermion materials is suggested in this
thesis, as these compounds can no longer be treated as conventional metals.
In this thesis it is shown that correlation effects in heavy fermion com-
pounds cause deviations to the description of the normal skin effect, and
the method is used further to understand the connections between theoret-
ical predictions and experimental observations. For YbRh2Si2, due to the
unsuitability for such analysis with respect to surface roughness of the used
sample, phase changes and particularly their possible frequency dependency
was examined. As a conclusion, the phase changes were not observed to
be frequency dependent, which can either be the intrinsic physics behind
the phase change, or a characteristic frequency dependence lies beyond our
experimental sensitivity.
All in all, both the theoretically and experimentally conducted method
for investigating scattering mechanisms of heavy fermion compounds via
the skin effect offers a new approach for investigating correlated electronic
transport and the physics behind it.
The research was conducted at the 1. Physics Institute in the University
of Stuttgart, Germany.
A simple source of concepts to refer to is gathered at the end of the
thesis for the reader.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this chapter, a theoretical foundation of this thesis is presented. Start-
ing from the electromagnetic properties of matter (Sections 2.1 - 2.1.2),
the focus is guided to the Drude model of electronic transport in metals
in Section 2.1.3. Further acknowledging that a conventional Drude model
is not sufficient to describe correlated heavy fermion metals, Fermi liquid
theory is brought to characterize strongly interacting electronic ensembles
in Section 2.2, followed by a review of heavy fermion metals in Section 2.3.
Furthermore, as the experimental method addresses the skin effect of these
materials, formulations for both normal and anomalous skin effect is pre-
sented in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2: their main difference is the relative length
scale between the penetration of light into the matter and the mean free path
of electrons, resulting into different power laws of the observable physics.
Finally, due to the deviations that strongly correlated electronic transport
causes compared to conventional metals, a correction for the theory of skin
effect in heavy fermion materials is formulated in Section 2.4.3, starting
from the extended Drude model and taking the characteristics of interact-
ing fermions into account with Fermi liquid theory.
2.1 Electromagnetic waves in a medium
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a medium is described by
Maxwell equations [11, 25]:
∇×E = −1
c
δB
δt
(2.1)
∇×B = 1
c
δD
δt
+ 4pi
j
c
(2.2)
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∇ ·E = 4piρ (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.4)
where E is the electric field density, D and B the electric and magnetic flux
densities, c is the speed of light and j and ρ the current and charge densities.
In a charge- and current-free medium D = 1E and B = µ1H, where H
denotes the corresponding magnetic field density, µ1 the permeability, 1 the
permittivity and σ1 the conductivity of the medium. Substituting Ohm’s
law j = σ1E, the Maxwell equations reduce to
∇×E = −µ1
c
δH
δt
(2.5)
∇×H = 1
c
δE
δt
+
4piσ1
c
E. (2.6)
Taking a curl of these equations, using the vector identity ∇×∇×A =
∇(∇A)−∇2A, and finally substituting these two equations into each other,
we get
∇2E− µ11
c2
δ2E
δ2t
− 4piµ1σ1
c2
E = 0, (2.7)
∇2H− µ11
c2
δ2H
δ2t
− 4piµ1σ1
c2
H = 0, (2.8)
resulting into wave equations for both the electric and magnetic fields.
Now, assuming a time dependence for the fields of the form e−iωt with
the radian frequency ω, these wave equations become
∇2E− ω
2µ1
c2
(1 + i
4piσ1
ω
)E = 0, (2.9)
∇2H− ω
2µ1
c2
(1 + i
4piσ1
ω
)H = 0. (2.10)
The solutions to these differential equations give the wave functions for the
electric and magnetic fields in a medium [11]:
E = E0e
i(−q·r−ωt), (2.11)
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H = H0e
i(−q·r−ωt+φ). (2.12)
Here q denotes wave propagation vector, r position and φ a possible phase
shift between the two fields. According to the solution, the wave vector q
of the travelling wave equals
q =
ω
c
√
µ1(1 + i
4piσ1
ω
) · qˆ. (2.13)
2.1.1 Optical constants
As we can see from Equation (2.13), the properties of wave propagation in a
medium depend on material-specific parameters 1, µ1 and σ1. Accordingly,
optical response functions of the medium can be determined, including the
complex refractive index Nˆ describing the propagation of a wave in a medium
[11]:
Nˆ = n+ ik =
√
µ1
(
1 + i
4piσ1
ω
)
=
(
ˆµ1
)1/2
, (2.14)
n being the real part of the refractive index and k, the imaginary part, the
extinction coefficient standing for the losses caused by the medium. The
dielectric permittivity ˆ was extended into a complex quantity
ˆ = 1 + i2 = 1 + i
4piσ1
ω
. (2.15)
Defining the components of the complex permittivity to equal 1 = 1− 4piσ2ω
and 2 =
4piσ1
ω and including the whole complex conductivity σˆ = σ1 + iσ2,
the complex dielectric permittivity can be rewritten as
ˆ = 1 + i
4piσ
ω
. (2.16)
From Equations (2.14) and (2.13) we can see that the wave vector q is related
to the refractive index Nˆ by
q =
ω
c
Nˆ qˆ. (2.17)
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Furthermore, the surface impedance Zˆs, being an optical response function
to the AC transport in the surface of a medium, is defined as the ratio of
an electric field to the corresponding magnetic field:
Zˆs =
4pi
c
Eˆ
Hˆ
. (2.18)
The surface impedance describes both Ohmic losses in the electromagnetic
wave within the surface of the material, as well as the opposition of change
in the current.
As we know from Faraday’s law (2.1) and the solutions for the elec-
tric and magnetic fields (2.11) and (2.12), the fields are perpendicular with
respect to each other and may be solved as
Hˆ =
c
iωµ1
∂Eˆ
∂z
=
qc
ωµ1
Eˆ =
Nˆ
µ1
Eˆ, (2.19)
where the Equation (2.17) was used. Knowing the relation between the
fields, we may use the definition of the wave impedance Zˆs in Equation
(2.18) to come to
Zˆs =
4pi
c
µ1
Nˆ
=
4pi
c
√
µ1
1 + i4piσˆω
= RS + iXs, (2.20)
where RS is surface resistance representing the Ohmic losses in the electri-
cal conductance and XS surface reactance, addressing to the opposition of
change in the electric current. In vacuum (σ1 = 0, 1 = 1 and µ1 = 1)
the wave impedance in SI-units has a constant value of Z0 =
4pi
c ≈ 377 Ω,
whereas in the case of conducting materials well below the plasma frequen-
cies (|1|  1) the wave impedance along with its real and imaginary com-
ponents becomes
Zˆs ≈ Z0
√
µ1ω
4pi
√
1
σˆ
, (2.21)
Rs = Z0
√
µ1ω
8pi
√
|σˆ| − σ2
|σˆ|2 , (2.22)
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Xs = −Z0
√
µ1ω
8pi
√
|σˆ|+ σ2
|σˆ|2 . (2.23)
These expressions may also be inverted to express the components of the
complex conductivity σˆ = σ1 + iσ2 by
σ1 = −Z0 2ω
c
RSXS
(R2S +X
2
S)
2
, (2.24)
σ2 = Z0
2ω
c
X2S −R2S
(R2S +X
2
S)
2
. (2.25)
2.1.2 Boundaries between media
When a wave faces a boundary between two media with different optical
constants nˆ1 and nˆ2, a part of it is reflected. In case of a wave perpendicu-
larly propagating towards the medium interface, the wave is divided into a
reflecting and a transmitting part. The relative amplitudes of the reflection
and transmission can be solved with a simple boundary problem of electro-
dynamics, and the result essentially depends on the difference of impedance
between the two media [11]. The amplitude of the reflected wave rˆ therefore
is given by
rˆ =
ZˆS2 − ZˆS1
ZˆS2 + ZˆS1
=
µ1nˆ2 − µ2nˆ1
µ1nˆ2 + µ2nˆ1
(2.26)
The square of the absolute value R = |rˆ|2 determines the reflectivity R.
2.1.3 Drude model of metals
The Drude model describes simple electronic transport in metals, suggested
by Paul Drude in 1900 [13]. With an approximation of non-interacting
electrons (Fermi gas), the equation of motion for a single electron in an
external electric field within a material is
m
d2r
dt2
+
m
τ
dr
dt
= −eE(t), (2.27)
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with mass m, charge −e, external electric field E(t) and a mean relaxation
time τ of the electronic transport. The model expects a diffusive relaxation
of the electrons with an average relaxation time between scattering events.
In addition to the electric field accelerating the electrons, the electronic
transport is damped by scattering events. Effectively, the model treats the
electrons as ”pinballs” colliding into each other and the positive ions of the
crystal lattice.
Applying an alternating electric field E(t) = E0e
−iωt with a radial fre-
quency ω into the medium, and noting that the current density J = nedrdt ,
the frequency dependent complex conductivity can be obtained as [11, 13]
σˆ(ω) =
ne2
m
1
τ−1 − iω . (2.28)
Despite of considering the electrons as non-interacting pinballs in a lattice
of positive ions, the model turns out to have exactly the same result as the
’rightful’ treatment applying Fermi-dirac statistics to the electrons, regard-
ing them as almost non-interacting quasiparticles, as both of the models
conclude an exponential relaxation of the electrons within a medium [11].
However, the approximation of electrons as non-interacting pinballs may
not come very suitable when quantum mechanics and electron-electron in-
teractions come into play for unconventional metals, which was first noted
by Sommerfield [2, 11] in 1933 and extended into Drude-Sommerfied model.
Conversely as it was first suggested in the simple Drude model, both a single
average relaxation time and a band mass may not be appropriate to describe
systems with strong electronic correlations. Instead, in the extended Drude
model these two physical quantities are expected to vary both in tempera-
ture and frequency:
σˆ(T, ω) =
ne2
m(T, ω)
1
τ−1(T, ω)− iω . (2.29)
Particularly with heavy fermion materials, a non-constant effective carrier
mass m(T, ω) varying both in temperature and frequency is required in order
to model the electronic transport successfully [12].
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2.2 Fermi liquid theory
As it was noted in the previous section, opposed to the conventional Drude
model of non-interacting electrons, some materials experience strong elec-
tronic correlations and can no longer be treated as a Fermi gas. At low
temperatures, the ground state of metals can be characterized by Fermi liq-
uid theory developed by Lev Landau in 1956 [30]. It describes a system of
one-to-one interactions of electrons, starting from a single quasiparticle spec-
trum of σ(k) =
h¯2k
2m∗ and adding pair interactions of electron spins within the
Fermi sea to the effective quasiparticle spectrum. The resulting relaxation
rate (inverse of relaxation time: Γ = τ−1) of these Landau quasiparticles is
known to be quadratic in both temperature and frequency [9]:
Γ = Γ0 +A(kB T )
2 +B(h¯ω)2, (2.30)
resulting into a related dc-resistivity of
ρ(T ) = ρ0 +A
′T 2. (2.31)
Moreover, the theory predicts the constants to be related as A/B = (2pi)2.
The characteristic Fermi liquid T 2-dependence has been observed in var-
ious heavy fermion materials [1, 36], as well as other compounds including
transition metals [33], doped semiconductors [34] and even dilute gases like
3He [29]. The quadratic frequency dependence, on the other hand, has
not been experimentally verified in heavy fermion materials due to experi-
mental limitations and difficulties. For other compounds, the Fermi liquid
ω/T -scaling remained experimentally unverified until only recently: Stricker
et al. reports a Fermi liquid ω/T -scaling with the appropriate relation of
A/B = (2pi)2 for the transition metal Sr4RuO4 [50], being the first to ex-
perimentally verify the full Fermi liquid description.
At higher temperatures, electron-phonon scattering becomes the domi-
nant scattering mechanism, breaking the Landau quasiparticle description.
Yet, the Fermi liquid theory has been observed to deviate at even lower
temperatures than dominant phononic scattering could take place. In heavy
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fermion materials, a magnetic ordering transition into an antiferromagnetic
state is known to be accompanied by a breakdown of the Fermi liquid de-
scription and the evolution into a so-called non-Fermi liquid state.
The physics behind a non-Fermi liquid state is still an open problem in
condensed matter physics. Non-Fermi liquid state displays a relaxation rate
of the quasiparticles defined by exponents α and β [9]:
Γ = Γ0 +A(kB T )
β +B(h¯ω)α. (2.32)
Deviations from the quadratic temperature dependence of a Fermi liquid are
theoretically predicted for a non-Fermi liquid phase. In experiments, often
a linear dependence in temperature has been observed, but the origin of this
power law, as well as the fundamental mechanism causing the breakdown
of the Fermi liquid description, has only a few preliminary suggestions until
now [6, 9, 52].
2.3 Heavy fermion metals
Heavy fermion metals are intermetallic compounds with strong electronic
correlations at low temperatures. These correlations arise from a magnetic
interplay between localized (4f or 5f) magnetic moments from rare-earth or
actinide elements, and spd conduction electrons of the compound. These dif-
ferent electronic bands hybridize at low temperatures, giving rise to ’quasi-
particles’ with a high effective mass typically hundreds or thousands of times
a free electron mass, giving the name heavy fermion [9].
The localized magnetic moments cause alterations to the scattering mech-
anisms of the conduction electrons within the material. At low enough
temperatures, Kondo effect drives the conduction electrons to screen these
magnetic moments by spin polarization. The shielding of the magnetic mo-
ments by the conduction electrons of the compound is also said to form a
Kondo cloud, effectively causing the renormalized effective masses of elec-
trons within heavy fermion materials. Unlike ”pure” metals exhibiting
monotonic decrease of electrical resistivity with decreasing temperature as
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lattice vibrations slowly diminish, the emerging Kondo scattering causes a
logarithmic term in the electric resistivity [11]
ρ(T ) = ρ0 + aT
2 + cmln
(µ
T
)
aT 2 + bT 5, (2.33)
in addition to residual resistivity ρ0, Fermi liquid contribution (aT
2) and
lattice vibrations (bT 5). The contribution of Kondo scattering shows up
as an upturn in the electrical resistivity upon decreasing temperature (see
Figure 3.1, for example), causing a local maximum. Despite fitting well to
the characteristic upturn of electrical resistivity, it is evident to see that
the logarithmic term in (2.33) turns out to be rather non-physical at even
lower temperatures due to divergence to infinty, and is therefore correct only
until a characteristic temperature — Kondo temperature Tk — marking the
evolution of the heavy fermion state. Limitations of the theory and the
so-called Kondo problem has for long been an interest in solid state physics
[11].
In addition to the Kondo effect between localized magnetic moments and
conduction electrons, a competing effect lies within the arrangement of the
magnetic moments solely. The localised magnetic moments of heavy fermion
compounds try to collectively arrange into an energetically more favourable
magnetically ordered lattice, being known as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yosida (RKKY ) effect. These two effects (Kondo and RKKY) illustrated
in Figure 2.1 determine the ground state of the system with their relative
strengths: when the RKKY effect is dominant, the localised moments order
magnetically, whereas they remain disordered and screened in the opposite
case [9].
Doniach model [5] represents the interplay of these two effects with
two characteristic temperature scales: Kondo temperature TK and RKKY
temperature TRKKY by TK = De
−1/Jρ and TRKKY = J2ρ. The relative
strengths of these two interactions can be tuned with the hybridization
strength J of the two electronic bands, while ρ represents the conduction
electron density of states. The effect of these two temperature scales to the
ground state of the system is visualized in Figure 2.2, representing a change
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Fig. 2.1: The main interactions in heavy fermion metals include Kondo screening
of the magnetic moments by the condution electrons illustrated in blue,
and the RKKY interaction between the magnetic moments in red.
of phase between antiferromagnetic order and disordered Fermi liquid phase
with respect to the hybridization strength.
The hybridization strength can be tuned with several parameters, in-
cluding chemical composition (as for CeCu6-xAux) [16, 20], magnetic field
(YbRh2Si2) [14] or pressure [19]. By tuning these parameters, one can
suppress the transition temperature to 0K and induce a phase transition
between a magnetically ordered and disordered state without the effect of
temperature i.e. phonons. In this case, the transition is driven purely by
quantum fluctuations that develop long-range correlations in both space and
time, and thus is known as a quantum critical phase transition. At the tran-
sition between a disordered state, where both spd conduction electrons and
f magnetic moments contribute to the Fermi surface, and an ordered state,
where Fermi surface is only governed by the conduction electrons, the change
is drastic between a large and a small Fermi surface, resulting in a discontinu-
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Fig. 2.2: The main interactions in heavy fermion metals include Kondo screening
of the magnetic moments represented with a temperature scale TK and
the RKKY interaction with TRKKY [5]. The relative magnitudes of these
two effects determinine the ground state of the system.
ity and a breakdown of the Landau quasiparticles [3, 5, 18, 31, 32, 45, 48, 49].
The remnants of this transition can often be detected at low-enough
finite temperatures, creating a quantum critical region marked with a char-
acteristic temperature T ∗. In the proximity of a quantum critical point, the
physical properties of the material are radically transformed by the critical
fluctuations, resulting to deviations from the standard Fermi liquid theory
and into a non-Fermi liquid phase [3, 6, 18, 45].
The high effective masses of the quasiparticles result into an enhanced
heat capacity and relatively small energy scales. Hence, the ground state
of heavy fermion materials has to be studied with low photon energies –
in the microwave range – while other excitations are far above these pho-
ton energies, leaving the compounds ideal for studying correlated electronic
transport [46, 47].
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2.4 Skin effect
2.4.1 Normal skin effect
The skin effect describes the tendency of an alternating current to be mainly
distributed at the surface of a metal [11]. As plain Maxwell equations are
not sufficient for describing electromagnetic fields in metals due to electron
dynamics, the skin effect is formulated with respect to the Drude model.
The Drude model complex conductivity (2.29) is a combination of real and
imaginary parts σˆ(ω) = σ1(ω) + i σ2(ω) with
σ1(ω) =
n e2τ
m
1
1 + ω2τ2
, (2.34)
σ2(ω) =
n e2τ
m
ωτ
1 + ω2τ2
. (2.35)
Note that
σ2(ω) = σ1(ω) ωτ. (2.36)
In addition to now considering the relaxation time τ to be a frequency-
dependent quantity, the following observable physics is also effectively dif-
ferent depending on the relation between the oscillation frequency ω of the
external electric field and the internal relaxation rate τ−1 of the electrons.
This divides the case into three distinct regimes [11]:
• Low-frequency Haagen-Rubens regime, where the used frequency is
well below the relaxation rate of the electrons ω << τ−1, and the
relaxation rate can well enough be treated as constant.
• Relaxation regime for τ−1 << ω << ωP , where the frequency lies
between the relaxation rate and the plasma frequency ωP of the elec-
trons.
• Transparent regime for frequencies above the plasma frecuency ω >
ωP , where electrons can no longer follow the rapidly alternating electric
field; however, this regime is far beyond our used frequency range in
this work and is not discussed further.
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From Equation (2.22) for the surface resistance Rs we know that
Rs =
(
2piωµ1
c2
)1/2( [σ21 + σ22]1/2 − σ2
σ21 + σ
2
2
)1/2
. (2.37)
Plugging in the simplified form of Equation (2.36) into the above description
of surface resistance and later on the real part of the conductivity (2.34),
we get
Rs =
(
2piωµ1
c2
)1/2( [σ21 + (σ1ωτ)2]1/2 − σ1ωτ
σ21 + (σ1ωτ)
2
)1/2
(2.38)
=
(
2piωµ1
c2
)1/2 1
σ
1/2
1
(
[1 + (ωτ)2
]1/2 − ωτ
1 + (ωτ)2
)1/2
. (2.39)
Therefore
Rs =
(
2piµ1
c2
)1/2
ω1/2
(
n e2τ
m
1
1 + ω2τ2
)−1/2(
[1 + (ωτ)2
]1/2 − ωτ
1 + (ωτ)2
)1/2
(2.40)
=
(
2piµ1m
nc2e2
)1/2
ω1/2
(
[1 + (ωτ)2
]1/2 − ωτ
τ
)1/2
(2.41)
=
(
2piµ1m
nc2e2
)1/2
ω1/2
(
[τ−2 + ω2
]1/2 − ω)1/2. (2.42)
In the low-frequency (Hagen-Rubens) regime, where the relaxation rate is
far above the frequency (ωτ << 1), the surface resistance can be estimated
to equal
Rs(ωτ << 1) =
(
2piµ1m
nc2e2τ
)1/2
ω1/2. (2.43)
Therefore, the skin effect in the low-frequency regime follows a simple power
law of Rs ∼ ω1/2.
In relaxation regime, where the frequency has already crossed the relax-
ation rate of the electrons (ωτ > 1), the term in the parentheses in Equation
(2.42) is no longer negligible, leaving the surface resistance approximately
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frequency-independent1, as it can be seen from Figure 2.3.
Fig. 2.3: Real and imaginary parts of the frequency dependent surface impedance
for plasma frecuency vp =10
4 cm-1 and relaxation rate γ =16.8 cm-1 from
[11]. The change of the effective power law of the surface resistance RS is
evident when the frequency ν of the electric field approaches the relaxation
rate γ = τ−1 of the electrons. Reprinted with permission from Cambridge
University Press.
2.4.2 Anomalous skin effect
The condition for the normal skin effect to apply is that the electric field ex-
perienced by the moving electron within two scattering events stays approx-
1 When treated with a constant relaxation time τ ; τ(ω, T ) will be linked to the theory
in Section 2.4.3.
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imately constant, meaning that penetration depth of the radiation should
exceed the mean free path l of the electrons (δ > l). If this is not the case,
the formulation above does not hold due to electrons experiencing non-local
electrodynamics. Especially in metals at low temperatures, the mean free
path l becomes large and normal skin effect no longer describes the system
[11, 39]. The problem of non-local electrodynamics can be addressed with
Maxwell equations with a special boundary problem [11]. If the surface of
the metal (µ1 = 1) lies within the xy plane and the wave propagates along
z, the wave equation (2.9) takes the form
d2E(r)
dz2
+
ω21
c2
E(r) = −4piiω
c2
J(r). (2.44)
For electrons being spatially reflected at the surface of the metal, a boundary
condition can be written as(
∂E
∂z
)
z→0
= −
(
∂E
∂z
)
0←z
, (2.45)
modifying the wave equation with its discontinuity in its first derivative by
d2E(r)
dz2
+
ω21
c2
E(r) = −4piiω
c2
J(r).+ 2
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
δ(z). (2.46)
When transformed into Fourier space, the equation becomes
− q2E(q) + ω
21
c2
E(q) = −4piiω
c2
J(q) + 2
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
. (2.47)
In a simple approximation we can apply Ohm’s law J(q, ω) = σ1(q, ω)E(q, ω)
and neglect the displacement (second) term of the previous equation:
E(q) =
2√
2pi
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
[
4piiω
c2
σ1(q, ω)− q2
]−1
. (2.48)
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Substituting the first-order approximation (l ← ∞) of the conductivity
(2.34) we arrive to
E(q) =
√
2
pi
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
[
3piiω
c2
σdc
l
i
q
)− q2
]−1
. (2.49)
Taking an inverse Fourier transform, the decay function is obtained as fol-
lows:
E(z) =
1
pi
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
exp(−iqz)
(3piiω
c2
σdc
l
i
q )− q2
. (2.50)
By substituting an integration variable ξ = q
(
c2
3pi2ω
l
σdc
)1/3
we get
E(z) =
1
pi
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
−3ic2l
3pi2ωσdc
∫ ∞
0
dξ
1 + iξ3
(2.51)
=
1
pi
(
dE
dz
)
z=0
2pi
3
( c2
3pi2ω
l
σdc
)1/3(
1 +
1√
3
)
. (2.52)
The surface impedance Zˆs from Equations (2.18) and (2.1) is given by
Zˆs =
4pi
c2
iω
E(z = 0)
(dE/dz)z=0
. (2.53)
Substituting (2.52) into (2.53), we get
Zˆs =
4pi
c2
2iω
3
( c2
3pi2ω
l
σdc
)1/3
=
8
9
(√3piω2
c4
l
σdc
)1/3
. (2.54)
As it can be seen from the above equation, the significant difference to the
normal skin effect is the power law ω2/3 of the surface resistance, which is
expected from conventional metals at low temperatures [10, 11].
2.4.3 Skin Effect in Heavy Fermion Metals
As it was stated in previous sections, the theory of skin effect derived for
normal metals no longer holds for heavy fermion materials due to the corre-
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lation effects at low temperatures. Deviations from the theory for ”normal”
skin effect conducted for conventional metals start to occur as soon as the
frequency of the external electric field approaches the same magnitude as the
internal relaxation rate of the electrons. For heavy fermions, the relaxation
regime is already met at low photon frequencies [9, 46] — in the microwave
range — meaning that a correction for the theory of skin effect is crucial.
For conventional metals, in comparison, the relaxation regime is approached
only at infrared frequencies, albeit being additionally covered by band tran-
sitions and phonons and thus not showing a simple Drude prediction [12].
Fermi liquid theory, discussed in Section 2.2, considers strong electronic
interactions and expects the relaxation of electronic transport to depend
both on temperature and frequency. The correlation effects of strongly in-
teracting fermions can be taken into account for the theory of the normal
skin effect by substituting a characteristic relaxation rate Γ(T, ω) into the
equation for surface resistance (2.43). With a Fermi liquid relaxation (2.30)
the surface resistance takes the form
Rs,FL =
(
2piµ1m
nc2e2
)1/2
ω1/2
(
[(Γ0 + a(h¯ω)
2 + b(kB T )
2)2 + ω2
]1/2 − ω)1/2.
(2.55)
As we see, there is no simple power law for correlated surface resistance.
Yet, when the relaxation regime is reached, the frequency dependency in
the relaxation rate Γ becomes non-negligible, causing deviations from the
characteristic Rs ∼ ω1/2 and increasing of the of the observable, experimen-
tally determined power law. Approximative two-variable Taylor expansions
are theoretically possible to present the above formula in an analytical, poly-
nomial form. However, such approximations are unnecessary, as the connec-
tion between theory and experimental results are handled numerically in
this thesis.
With a hypothetical linear Non-Fermi liquid relaxation rate of the form
Γ = Γ0 +a(h¯ω)
α+ b(kB T )
β with α = β = 1, the surface resistance becomes
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correspondingly
Rs,NFL =
(
2piµ1m
nc2e2
)1/2
ω1/2
(
[(Γ0+ah¯ω+bkB T )
2+ω2
]1/2−ω)1/2, (2.56)
showing a similar transformation of the normal uncorrelated skin effect
power law of Rs,NFL ∼ ω1/2 into higher exponents.
3. SAMPLES
3.1 CeCu6
CeCu6 is a strongly correlated archetypal heavy fermion material being al-
ready studied in 1984 [1, 7, 51]. Below 100 mK the compound is associated
with well-established Fermi liquid behaviour characterized by a quadratic
T 2-variance of its resistivity, as seen in Figure 3.1, with a coherence temper-
ature of the heavy fermion state below 1 K. Further experiments were done
with CeCu6-xAux [16, 19, 20, 58], a gold-doped variant of the compound,
as the doping of Au functions as a tuning parameter for the hybridization
strength of the local and itinerant electrons. By adequate doping, a quantum
critical point was observed. Stoichiometric CeCu6, however, is one of the
few heavy fermion compounds with no observed antiferromagnetic ordering
down to mK temperatures [24, 40].
The compound undergoes a phase transition from orthorhombic crystal
structure (space group Pnma) into monoclinic (P21\c) at a temperature of
230 K, with lattice constants of a = 8.112 A˚, b = 5.102 A˚ and c = 10.162
A˚ [7] and a monoclinic angle of β = 91.58◦ [55]. The orthorhombic crystal
structure can be seen in Figure 3.2.
Despite of having a well-studied quadratic T 2-variance of the electric
resistivity that is characteristic for Fermi liquid response, the frequency-
related Fermi liquid correlations have not been successfully examined neither
for CeCu6, nor for any other heavy fermion compound. Therefore, CeCu6
makes an ideal material for studying frequency-related Fermi liquid response.
The sample used for the experiments in this thesis was provided by the
Institute of Solid State Physics at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
The essential focus of this thesis grew upon recent frequency-dependent
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Fig. 3.1: Temperature-dependent resistivities for each crystallographic axes of
CeCu6 at low (high) temperatures in the right (left). The evolution of the
heavy fermion state is visible as a maximum in resistivity for each crystal-
lographic axis (left), with the T 2-variance characteristic for a Fermi liquid
presented in the right [1]. Reprinted from Solid State Communications,
55(12), A. Amato, D. Jaccard, E. Walker, J. Flouquet, Transport proper-
ties of CeCu6 single crystals, 1131-1133, Copyright 1985, with permission
from Elsevier.
measurements by D. Hafner [21, 23] with the same stripline resonator method
as described in this thesis. Figure 3.3 represents the measurement on the
frequency-dependent surface resistance done in an arbitrary direction in the
ab-plane. According to the experiments, the surface resistance seems to
follow a power law of ν2/3. As we know from Section 2.4.2, this is the
characteristic power law of an anomalous skin effect.
However, the anomalous skin effect in the case of a heavy fermion com-
pound is rather nonphysical due to the nature of heavy fermion dynamics
within the lattice. Having enhanced effective masses and ”slow” relaxation
rates, the mean free path of the electrons remains short. This, on the other
hand, is against the formulation of the anomalous skin effect, where the
mean free path exceeds the penetration depth of light.
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Fig. 3.2: Left : Projections of the orthorombic unit cell of CeCu6 from [58], color
coded for clarity. Ce: gray spheres, Cu(1,6): gray; Cu(2): red; Cu(3)
green; Cu(4) blue; Cu(5): yellow. Reprinted with permission from
M. Winkelmann, G. Fischer, B. Pilawa, M. S. S. Brooks and E. Dor-
mann, Phys. Rev. B 73, 165107, 2006. http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/
PhysRevB.73.165107 Copyright (2006) by the American Physical Society.
Right : The sample.
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Fig. 3.3: Previous measurements by D. Hafner, showing the surface resistance RS
to vary with a power law of ν2/3 [21]. Reprinted with permission from
The Physical Society of Japan.
A theoretical answer for this dilemma was suggested in Section 2.4.3.
Knowing that the skin effect is derived using the Drude model of non-
interacting electrons, which works well for conventional metals, deviations
arise when the focus is on highly correlated heavy fermion metals. In ad-
dition for solving the concerning question theoretically, the correlated skin
effect of CeCu6 is measured experimentally in this thesis with respect to
two crystallographic axes ([100] and [010], or simply ”a- and b-direction”).
Furthermore, having resolved the theoretical description of the skin effect
in correlated materials, these measurements will give us insight into the
frequency-related relaxation of the material that has not been studied so
far.
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3.2 YbRh2Si2
YbRh2Si2 is a heavy fermion compound with a magnetic field tuned transi-
tion between magnetic order and disorder. The compound orders antiferro-
magnetically below Ne´el temperature of 70 mK in zero-field, magnetic field
gradually suppressing it down to zero in 60 mT [38] as seen in Figure 3.4.
The antiferromagnetic order is formed by the localized 4f moments which
order due to the RKKY interaction. Consequently, these localized moments
do not contribute to the Fermi surface, and the Fermi surface is said to be
small [14, 27, 38, 59].
Fig. 3.4: The phase diagram of YbRh2Si2 showing a quantum critical phase tran-
sition from antiferromagnetic (AF) order and a Fermi liquid (FL) phase,
followed by an extension of the quantum critical fluctuations into higher
temperatures in the so-called non-Fermi liquid phase. Adapted from [38].
Between the antiferromagnetic order and a magnetically disordered Fermi
liquid phase, the compound exhibits a field-induced quantum critical point
with an abrupt and discontinuous reconstruction of ”small” and ”large”
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Fig. 3.5: Left : Crystal structure of YbRh2Si2 from [59] S. Wirth et al: Struc-
tural investigation on YbRh2Si2: from the atomic to the macroscopic
length scale, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24 294203 (2012) doi:10.1088/
0953-8984/24/29/29420 c© IOP Publishing. Reproduced by permission
of IOP Publising. All rights reserved. Right : The sample.
Fermi surfaces associated with the two phases. Due to spin fluctuations
at higher temperatures and around the quantum critical region, deviations
from the Fermi liquid description occur and present a non-Fermi liquid phase
with unusual electronic properties.
YbRh2Si2 crystallizes into a tetragonal crystal structure (space group
I4/mmm) with lattice parameters a = b = 4.007 A˚ and c = 9.858 A˚ [44], as
seen in Figure 3.5.
The quantum criticality of the compound, along with a field-tuned Fermi
liquid phase with its well-defined physics, provides an optimal ground for
experimental research. The sample used in this thesis was provided by the
group of C. Krellner at the Institute for Solid State Physics at the Max
Planck Institute Dresden.
4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In this chapter, the experimental methodology governing the research of this
thesis is explained. Section 4.1 opens the subject with general principles of
microwave spectroscopy, leading the way to a detailed description of stripline
resonators in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 give an overview of the
used measurement set-up and cryogenics, while data analysis is reviewed in
Section 4.5.
4.1 Microwave Spectroscopy
In order to probe the heavy fermion ground state, relatively small energy
scales are required. This would mostly be on the microwave range. Due to
microwaves having a fairly long wavelength, free-space propagation of the
wave onto the sample is impossible and waveguides are needed. Unfortu-
nately, upon introducing a waveguide circuit to the system, the measurement
becomes susceptible to background losses: attenuation in the cables, reflec-
tions from connectors and possible standing waves. This requires an effective
calibration of the background from the transmission spectra [41, 46, 47].
Due to heavy fermion materials being metals and therefore highly re-
flective below plasma frequencies, resonant methods come in need with en-
hanced interactions between the microwave signal and the sample. The first
solution to address this problem was a cavity resonator: a hollow conductor
box containing the signal that resonates between the walls with a specific
frequency corresponding to the box geometry. However, this method has
some shortcomings: being single-resonant, in order to obtain frequency de-
pendent information one would need to fabricate several boxes with different
diameters, and samples of different sizes. Secondly, it is difficult to obtain
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absolute values of microwave conductivity, since the exact geometries of the
samples would have to be determined.
This left place for the development of newer techniques, such as Corbino
spectroscopy [15] and superconducting planar resonators [47]. A broadband
Corbino technique measures a single reflection or transmission by terminat-
ing a coaxial cable with a planar sample: an incoming wave from the inner
conductor either transmits or reflects back into the outer connectors via the
electric contact of the sample, and the complex conductivity of the sample
can be measured using a network analyzer. However, the Corbino technique
is not sensitive enough to measure highly reflective samples like bulk metals,
and fabricating single-crystal thin films from heavy-fermion compounds has
not been successful till date in most cases, including YbRh2Si2 and CeCu6
studied in this thesis.
Planar superconducting resonators [22, 47], on the other hand, are a
promising new method in determining the properties of metallic bulk sam-
ples in the microwave range. In simple, planar resonators consist of a
squeezed coaxial cables onto a plane, and a sample placed in its vicinity
to interfere the microwave signal. To ensure a high sensitivity i.e. losses
mainly happen in the sample, the conductive parts are fabricated of super-
conducting metals. As opposed to cavity resonators, planar resonators are
multiresonant: in addition to the base resonant frequency of the resonator,
one can observe its overtones. Moreover, the fabrication of planar resonators
with different geometries - and consequently different base frequencies - is
considerably simpler than in the case of cavity resonators.
Planar resonators can be fabricated either into stripline or coplanar con-
figurations, as shown in Figure 4.1. The difference of these two techniques
is the effective placement of the sample. Whereas the sample replaces one of
the outer conductor ground planes in the stripline configuration, the sam-
ple is placed on top of both inner and outer conductors in the coplanar
transmission line. Since the current is mostly concentrated in the inner
conductor, the resulting magnetic field is the strongest near the inner con-
ductor, as seen in Figure 4.2. Therefore, a coplanar resonator probes the
sample mainly with its magnetic field, being effectively sensitive to elec-
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Fig. 4.1: Cross sections of both stripline and coplanar resonator assemblies with re-
spect to a coaxial cable from [47]. Reprinted with permission from Marc
Scheﬄer et al., Microwave spectroscopy on heavy-fermion systems: Prob-
ing the dynamics of charges and magnetic moments, Phys. Status Solidi
B 250, No.3, 439-449, Feb 2013 doi: 10.1002/pssb.201390007 http://
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/pssb.201390007/abstract
tron spin resonance signals and relative changes. On the contrary, stripline
resonator mostly probes the sample with the electric field between the con-
ductor planes, therefore being sensitive to charge dynamics and absolute
conductivity measurements.
For the reasons explained above, in order to perform frequency-dependent
measurements on surface resistance, the stripline resonator technique is the
most convenient for our purposes.
4.2 Stripline Resonator
4.2.1 Structure
As explained in the previous section, superconducting stripline resonator
technique is optimal for examining the charge dynamics in bulk crystals in
the microwave range.
The difference to a well-known coaxial cable is the planar structure of
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Fig. 4.2: Cross section of a stripline with electric and magnetic field lines on the
right side [53]. Reprinted with permission from c©Markus Thiemann.
a stipline transmission line, but the principle is the same [22, 47]: a center
conductor mostly conducting the signal, separated from ground planes by
an insulating dielectric. A resonating structure is established by fabricating
two gaps into the center conductor. Consequently, due to the impedance
mismatches at the ends of the stripline, the resonator is both capacitively
coupled to the external transmission line, yet forms a standing wave of the
electromagnetic wave corresponding to the resonator length and its over-
tones.
In order to have a base frequency as low as possible, the resonator is me-
andered inside an area corresponding the sample geometry. The resonator
geometries were individually designed for each sample, and were then evap-
orated from lead on top of a sapphire dielectric plane using a steel shadow
mask. The shadow masks were laser-cut to form the geometry of the desired
resonator design. The two coupling gaps of the order of 30−80 µm were fab-
ricated in the evaporation process. In order to obtain slightly different base
modes of each resonator design, the gaps were placed into different locations
of the transmission line to alter the total resonator length.
As seen in Figure 4.3, the sample is then placed on top of the resonator,
which is sandwiched between dielectric planes from both sides. The lower
and the rest of the upper ground plane is fabricated from lead foil, the upper
plane having a hole for the sample to fit into.
In order to ensure a reflectionless propagation of the electromagnetic
wave within the dielectric planes, the impedance of the dielectric has to
match the characteristic impedance of the stripline, which has to be taken
into account on the stripline design.
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Fig. 4.3: (a) Cross section of a stripline (b) Stripline resonator formed with mean-
dered center conductor and two gaps indicated with circles (c) A sample
placed to fully cover the resonator within a hole fabricated into the upper
ground plane [21]. Reprinted with permission from The Physical Society
of Japan.
4.2.2 Characteristic impedance
The characteristic impedance of a stripline is governed by the stripline ge-
ometry. Although it has not been found in an analytic form to date, many
approximations have been established. One of the most accurate models
given by Wheeler [57] is chosen for this work.
The characteristic impedance for an infinitesimally thin stripline depend-
ing on the dielectric height h, dielectric constant 1 and the strip width ω
′
(see Figure 4.2) according to the approximation of Wheeler is given by
Zc(h, ω
′, t, 1) =
30√
1
ln
{
1 +
1
2
(
16h
piω′
)[(
16h
piω′
)
+
√(
16h
piω′
)2
+ 6.27
]}
.
(4.1)
For a finite strip thickness, the equivalent zero thickness strip width can be
assigned by
ω′ = ω +
t
pi
ln
e√
( 13h/t+1)
2 + ( 1/4piω/t+1.10)
m
(4.2)
with
m =
6
3 + t/h
. (4.3)
The resonance frequencies corresponding to the stripline length l with n
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representing the overtones is given by
ω0 =
c
λ
√
r
=
npic√
rl
. (4.4)
However, a real stripline has a finite penetration of the electromagnetic field,
effectively changing the stripline geometry. The changed geometry can be
handled with Wheeler incremental rule, taking the penetration depth λ into
account in the characteristic impedance Zc by changes of the geometrical
parameters h, t and w as a second-order approximation:
Zc(λ) ≈ Zc(0) + λ
2
(
2
∂Zc
∂h
− 2∂Zc
∂ω
− 2∂Zc
∂t
)
. (4.5)
4.2.3 Transmission line resonator
Fig. 4.4: RLC circuit representation of a coupled (uncoupled) resonator on the right
(left).
A stripline transmission line can be represented as an analogy of a res-
onating parallel electronic circuit with resistance R, capacitance C per unit
length and inductance L per unit length. Using Kirchoff’s rule, the differ-
ential equation for current in RLC circuit presented in Figure 4.4 is given
by [41]:
Lq¨ +Rq˙ +
1
C
q = 0, (4.6)
where q is the electric charge. As a solution the oscillating electric field is
of the form
E(t) = A(t)e−iωt. (4.7)
As we see, the square of A(t) gives us the resonance amplitude, which is
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Fig. 4.5: Lorenzian shape of a resonance, with full width at half maximum (FWHM)
indicated in the middle.
approximately Lorenzian shape presented in Figure 4.5:
|A(ω)|2 = |S21|2 = 1
1 + 4(ω−ω0∆ω )
2
. (4.8)
In a resonating circuit, losses occur during each cycle of the signal. These
losses can be represented by a dimensionless quality factor Q corresponding
to [41]:
Q =
energy stored
energy dissipated per cycle
. (4.9)
In a Lorenzian resonance curve, the losses appear as a broadening of the
resonance peak
Q =
ω0
∆ω
, (4.10)
∆ω being the bandwidth of a Lorenzian curve. The resonance frequency of
such a circuit is
ω0 =
1√
LCl2
, (4.11)
which can further be related to the resonance frequency of a transmission
line with a characteristic impedance Zc:
ω0 ∝ 1√
Zc
. (4.12)
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However, the resonance frequency changes when the electric field penetrates
into the conductors and effectively alters the characteristic impedance, as
stated in Equation (4.5). Linking the changing characteristic impedance
into Equation (4.12), the frequency ω relates to the penetration depth λ by
ω(λ) = Ω0
1√
1 + λ
∂Zc
∂h
− ∂Zc
∂ω
− ∂Zc
∂t
Zc(0)
. (4.13)
In the case of a stripline resonator, the capacitive coupling of the resonator
is achieved by fabricating two coupling gaps into the center conductor.
Yet, in addition to the internal quality factor Qi representing the losses
in the resonant structure, additional external losses represented with ex-
ternal quality factor Qe arise from the external electric circuitry needed in
the measurement process. Therefore, the measured quality factor Q is a
combination of both [41]:
1
Qm
=
1
Qi
+
1
Qe
. (4.14)
The relative magnitudes of the quality factors also affect the insertion loss
IL, which is the loss from unity transmission at the resonance:
IL =
g
g + 1
=
Qi/Qe
1 +Qi/Qe
. (4.15)
The coupling of the resonator is represented with the relative magnitudes
of the internal and external quality factors as a coupling factor g = Qi/Qe.
In order for the resonator to neither be overcoupled (g >> 1, loosing the
resonance signal under the external counterpart) nor undercoupled (g <<
1, decreasing the resonance amplitude and sensitivity due to a low energy
transfer from the feedline to the resonator), the coupling gap size for each
resonator and sample has to be carefully determined. As there are no ways
of analytically handling all the external circuitry, optimization of the gap
size is mainly done by trial and error.
The internal losses contain losses of the dielectric, radiation and the
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conductor, with corresponding attenuation constants αd, αr and αs. For a
resonator with its length corresponding to half of the resonance wavelength
l = λ/2,
Q =
ω
2αvp
, (4.16)
vp representing the phase velocity vp = 1/
√
LC of the electromagnetic wave
in the transmission line. The measured quality factor is a combination of
all of them:
1
Qm
=
1
Qe
+
2vp
ω
αd +
2vp
ω
αr +
2vp
ω
αc, (4.17)
or giving the losses their corresponding quality factors
1
Qm
=
1
Qe
+
1
Qd
+
1
Qr
+
1
Qc
. (4.18)
However, due to using a low-loss dielectric and shielding the configuration
with reflective ground planes, losses in the dielectric and by radiation are
negligible in comparison to the losses in the conductors and the sample,
which leads us to
Qi =
ω0
2vpαc
. (4.19)
The overall attenuation in the conductors can be estimated by integrating
the ohmic losses J(x) resulting from the induced currents I per unit width
within the skin depth of the conductor [42]:
αc =
RS
2ZC
∫ ∞
−∞
|J(x)|2
|I|2 dx. (4.20)
Like stated earlier, the changing impedance of a transmission line can be ad-
dressed with Wheeler incremental inductance rule by changing the effective
transmission line dimensions with respect to the penetration of the electro-
magnetic field. Thus, the energy of the increase in inductivity L can be
calculated by the energy of magnetic field within the penetrated surface S
[22]:
µ0
2
∫
S
|H|2dxdy = ∆L|I|
2
2
. (4.21)
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The integration of |H|2 along the axis perpendicular to the surface can be
carried out using the exponential decay of electromagnetic field into the
conductor and assuming that the penetration depth λ is smaller than the
thickness of the conductor:∫ ∞
−∞
|H|2
|I|2 dx =
2∆L
λµ0
. (4.22)
As the losses J(x) have the same absolute value to the energy of the magnetic
field and the magnetic field is perpendicular to the surface currents, the
integral in (4.20) can be replaced with (4.22), resulting into
αc =
RS
ZC
∆L
λµ0
. (4.23)
Linking the phase velocity to the length of the stripline by L = Zc/vp
and approximating the change in inductance ∆L by λ2
∂Zc
∂y , the attenuation
constant of a stripline simplifies to
αc =
RS
2ZCµ0vp
∂Zc
∂y
. (4.24)
The change of the surface impedance with respect to the stripline dimensions
can be addressed with the Wheeler incremental inductance rule in Equation
(4.5):
αc =
RS
ZCµ0vp
(∂Zc
∂h
− ∂Zc
∂ω
− ∂Zc
∂t
)
, (4.25)
while the corresponding quality factor equals
Qm =
ZCµ0vpω0
2vpRs
(
∂Zc
∂h − ∂Zc∂ω − ∂Zc∂t
) . (4.26)
In order to correlate the changes in the characteristic impedance with respect
to the changing stripline dimensions in a simple way, a geometrical factor
Γa is defined as
Γa = piµ0Zc
(∂Zc
∂h
− ∂Zc
∂ω
− ∂Zc
∂t
)−1
. (4.27)
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Solving Equation (4.26) with respect to the surface resistance Rs and using
the above definition (4.27), we get a simple relation of
Rs = Γa2pi
ν0
Qm
, (4.28)
where ν0 represents the corresponding resonance frequency to the angular
frequency ν = ω/2pi. Therefore
Rs = Γa
ω0
Qm
. (4.29)
Considering that the sample dominates the losses with respect to the super-
conducting resonator and the ground places and noting
Rsa
(∂Zc
∂h
− 2∂Zc
∂ω
− 2∂Zc
∂t
)
<< Rss
(∂Zc
∂h
)
, (4.30)
the Equation (4.29) for surface resistance simplifies to
Rs = Γs
ω0
Qm
, (4.31)
where the geometrical factor Γs = 2piµ0Zc
(
δZc
δh
)−1
governs only the changes
of penetration within the sample. Therefore, knowing the frequency ω and
the quality factor Qm, as well as the geometrical factor Γs of the stripline,
the surface resistance of the sample can be determined experimentally.
4.2.4 Conductor
Due to increased sensitivity and low losses, a superconducting material is
used as a conductor material for both the inner and outer conductors of
the transmission line. The material choice for a superconducting stripline
resonator has mainly three aspects to consider: the critical temperature Tc,
critical field Bc and the capability of fabrication. The material chosen for
this work is lead for its relatively high critical temperature of 7.196 K [28],
critical field of 80 mT [4], low surface resistance [26] and a possibility of
fabrication by thermal evaporation. The thickness of the evaporated strip
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was 1 µm.
4.2.5 Dielectric
For the dielectric material, sapphire was chosen due to its high dielectric
constant of 1,⊥ = 9.27 and 1,‖ = 11.34 (depending in the orientation of the
optical c-axis, as sapphire birefractive: the dielectric constant depends on
the direction of light) and extremely low loss tangent1 of tan δ < 4 × 10-8
in all planes [60]. The higher dielectric constant of sapphire enables a denser
meandered structure of the resonator, as the meander lines have to be ade-
quately insulated from each other.
The sapphire planes were cut from single crystal sapphire wafers into
10x12 mm pieces within a plane that lies at an angle between the two given
directions, so an effective dielectric constant of eff = 10 is used in the
calculations. The thickness of the planes used in this work was 127 µm.
4.2.6 Geometry
As stated in Section 2.3, any impedance mismatches lead to reflections of the
signal, which should certainly be avoided in a measurement set-up. There-
fore, it is crucial for the chosen materials and geometries to correspond to
the impedance of external circuitry, being 50 Ω in coaxial cables. For di-
electric constant of the sapphire of eff = 10, dielectric plane thickness of
127 µm and the lead strip thickness 1 µm, the characteristic impedance of
a stripline given by Equations (4.1) − (4.3), the stripline width assigning to
≈ 50 Ω accounts to w = 45 µm.
4.2.7 Sample box
The sample along with the resonator and the dielectric planes was stacked
into a sample box of brass, shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The resonator pre-
viously evaporated onto a sapphire plane was placed between the dielectric
sapphire planes, which were then sandwhiched between outer groundplanes
1 A dielectric loss tangent is defined as the ratio of imaginary and real parts of the
complex dielectric permittivity, assessing the losses: tan δ = 2
1
[11].
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of lead. One of the ground planes on top of the resonator was replaced by
the sample, and this configuration was placed into the sample box. In order
to ensure mechanical stability of the system, two springs with stamps were
used to press the sample into a stable position, as the measurement would be
susceptible to vibrations should the sample not be secured into one position.
Fig. 4.6: A schematic illustration of the sample box and the interior [23]. The
stripline assembly is achieved by stacking layers of lead strip, dielectric
and groud planes, one of which is replaced by the sample. Reprinted with
permission from c©Daniel Hafner.
The microwave signal was transmitted into the sample chamber via V100
glass beads from Anritsu, together with V102F-R microwave connectors.
The glass bead pins were connected to the lead stip with V110-1-R Stress
Relief Contacts and silver paste.
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Fig. 4.7: A fully assembled stripline in the sample box [23]. Reprinted with per-
mission from D. Hafner, M. Dressel and M. Scheﬄer, Surface resistance
measurements using superconducting stripline resonators, Review of Sci-
entific Instruments 85, 014702, Jan 2014. Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing
LLC.
4.3 Measurement Setup
The microwave signal was guided to the sample and analyzed by a network
analyzer, connected with two semi-rigid microwave cables. The network an-
alyzers used were Agilent ENA-series for measurements in the 4He-cryostat
and PNA-series for the dilution refrigerator, and the signal was amplified at
the second port of the network analyser with a broadband microwave am-
plifier. The sample temperature was measured using Cernox temperature
sensors, and controlled with a heater in the sample holder connected to a
Lakeshore Temperature Controller.
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4.4 Cryogenics
4.4.1 4He-cryostat
Fig. 4.8: Schematic illustration of a 4He-cryostat from [53]. Reprinted with per-
mission from c©Markus Thiemann.
One of the two cryogenic set-ups used for the experiments of this work
was a glass cryostat schematically shown in Figure 4.8, reaching down to
1.4 K. The cryostat consists of two baths for cold liquids: nitrogen bath
working as an outer shield, and helium bath surrounding the inner cham-
bers in order to reach liquid helium temperatures and below when pumped
with a rotary vane pump. For thermal insulation, the two baths are sepa-
rated by an insulation chamber pumped before each cool-down, as well as
an outermost isolation vacuum insulating the nitrogen bath from the envi-
ronment. The innermost chambers of steel consist of a contact gas chamber
and a sample chamber. Both chambers are first pumped out of air with a
rotary vane pump and filled with an adequate pressures (∼mbar) of pure
helium gas to ensure both thermal coupling to the helium bath and a stabil-
ity of temperature controlling in the sample itself. The sample holder with
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its inset is previously positioned into the sample chamber, and the stripline
is connected to the outer circuitry via microwave cabling. The tempera-
ture is measured with a Cernox temperature sensor at the sample stage and
controlled with a heater connected to a Lakeshore temperature controller.
4.4.2 Dilution Refrigerator
In order to perform measurements at temperatures well below 1 K, a dilution
refrigerator produced by Oxford Instruments was used.
Fig. 4.9: Schematic illustration of a dilution refridgerator from [53]. Reprinted with
permission from c©Markus Thiemann.
The cooling power of a dilution refrigerator is achieved by circulating a
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mixture of 3He\4He in a closed loop displayed in Figure 4.9. In the first
step, the cryostat is cooled down to 4 K with liquid 4He transferred into the
helium bath. 4He is pumped into the 1 K-pot from the outer helium bath,
and by further pumping on the liquid in the 1 K-pot, temperatures down to
1 K can be achieved. By adjusting the aperture of a needle valve connecting
the two, the flow rate can be regulated, functioning as a mechanism to
control the temperature of the 1 K pot. It is placed in a close proximity
to the mixture loop, providing a pre-cooling and condensing stage to the
mixture.
Below a tri-critical temperature of 0.86 K, the mixture forms two distin-
guished phases in the still: a concentrated phase rich of 3He, and a dilute
phase mostly consisting of 4He. These two phases separate and form a
thermal equilibrium. Since 3He has a lower vapour pressure than 4He, by
pumping mainly 3He is extracted from the dilute phase and further returned
to the concentrated phase. In order to maintain the thermal equilibrium,
3He diffuses between the two phases in the still; the energy for the diffusion
is taken from the environment, decreasing the temperature.
By heating the still, the 3He evaporation rate can be accelerated, giving
a higher cooling rate. Before 3He is condensed again, it passes through heat
exchangers and two cold traps cleaning the mixture of possible impurities.
The sample box is placed onto the sample holder, being in a vicinity to
the magnet. A good temperature coupling is provided by both the sample
holder made of copper, and an auxiliary cold finger of silver reaching to the
mixing chamber. Additionally, silver paste is used between the sample box
and the sample holder to ensure a better coupling, as well as fabricating
several silver wires between the sample and the walls of the sample box.
With this procedure, temperatures as low as 40 mK at the sample were
achieved.
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4.5 Data Analysis
4.5.1 Calibration
Experimentally, the broadband transmission spectrum does not only con-
sist of resonance peaks from the resonator itself. The background residual
transmission addresses to the box modes emerging of the sample box and
the whole external circuitry. This external transmission causes distortion
of resonances that may consequently then no longer represent a Lorenzian
shape. Therefore, calibration of the background away from the resonator
transmission is required.
The measured transmission factor Sˆ21m can be thought to consist of
complex transmission factors for the background and the resonator, Sˆ21b
and Sˆ21r,
Sˆ21m = Sˆ21b + Sˆ21r (4.32)
resulting to an absolute transmission of
|Sˆ21m|2 = (Sˆ21b+Sˆ21r)(Sˆ∗21b+Sˆ∗21r) = |Sˆ21b|2 + |Sˆ21r|2 +Sˆ21bSˆ∗21r+Sˆ∗21bSˆ21r.
(4.33)
Two last cross terms can cause alterations to a Lorenzian shape on the
uncorrected resonance spectra. The correction is done by subtracting the
real and imaginary parts of the background from the measured spectra:
Sˆ21r = Sˆ21m− Sˆ21b = Re(Sˆ21m)−Re(Sˆ21b)+Im(Sˆ21m)−Im(Sˆ21b). (4.34)
4.5.2 Fit process and surface resistance
From the calibrated transmission spectra, Lorenzian fits were conducted
to obtain resonance frequency ω0, bandwidth ∆ω, quality factor Q and
insertion loss IL of each fit, as explained in Section 4.2.3.
Knowing the geometrical factor Γ, the surface resistance can be deter-
mined with Equation (4.31) from each measured and calibrated resonance
curve.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 CeCu6
The measurements for CeCu6 were performed in the
4He-cryostat at a tem-
perature range of 1.4 K – 7 K for two directions (a and b), and additionally
in the dilution refrigerator in the range 40 mK – 700 mK for a-direction. The
acquired evolution of surface resistance for different resonance modes as a
function of temperature is presented in Figure 5.1 for b-direction, where it is
apparent that the magnitude of the surface resistance varies with frequency.
Fig. 5.1: Surface resistance of different modes as a function of temperature in b-
direction.
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For a-direction, measurements in the two aforementioned measurement
set-ups are presented in Figure 5.2. As it is clear, the evolution of the
surface resistance shows good comparison between the two set-ups, which
gives proof of a reliable measurement and independence from the external
circuitry.
Fig. 5.2: Surface resistance of different modes as a function of temperature
in a-direction, combined from measurements in dilution refrigerator
(40 mK−700 mK) and 4He-cryostat (1.4 K−6 K).
The measured surface resistance can be presented as a function of the
resonance frequency at fixed temperatures, as presented in Figure 5.3 for a
single temperature. As we know from Equation (2.55), the theoretical model
for frequency-dependent surface resistance is not a simple power law. Due to
the complexity of the model and having a finite amount of data, performing
analytic fits is not straightforward considering the relatively complex form
of the formula.
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Fig. 5.3: Surface re-
sistance of
different reso-
nance modes
for a-direction
in 80 mK with
the deter-
mined power
law of RS ∼
ω0.70±0.04.
Fig. 5.4: Evolution of the effective exponent β in a. a-direction and b. b-direction.
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Fig. 5.5: The evolution of surface resistance with respect to temperature and fre-
quency according to Equation (2.55) with Ak2B = 10
11 1
sK2 , A/B = 1 and
Γ0 = 10
9 1
s , to correspond experimental results from a-direction.
However, we may indirectly observe the evolution of the state with re-
spect to temperature and frequency by performing simple power law fits of
RS = αω
β +RS0 to the data and comparing them to the predictions of the
theory. Conducting the fits for each temperature, we arrive to trends in the
effective exponent β varying in temperature as seen in Figure 5.4.
A solution to fit the theory of skin effect for correlated materials is found
for a-direction by finding a set of parameters to fulfil the observed trend in
the exponent β. Assuming a quadratic relaxation known from Equation
(2.30) with Ak2B = 10
11 1
sK2
, A/B = 1 and Γ0 = 10
9 1
s , frequency- and
temperature dependent surface resistance is found as seen in Figure 5.5.
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Fig. 5.6: Evolution of the effective exponent with determined parameters of
Ak2B = 10
11 1
sK2 , A/B = 1 and Γ0 = 10
9 1
s , to correspond experimental
results from a-direction.
When the relaxation regime is approached with decreasing temperature and
increasing frequency, deviations from the power law of ω1/2 start to occur.
Taking Fermi liquid contributions into account, this results into the increas-
ing of the effective exponent, as stated in Section 2.4.3, and the described
evolution is visible in the obtained fit. With these assumptions, the relax-
ation rate at mK temperatures and GHz frequencies is around 1010 1s .
However, a continuous spectrum in varying frequency cannot be mea-
sured experimentally, because the resonator has only a fixed amount of res-
onance overtones. Instead, we may obtain information about the evolution
of an effective exponent. To be compared with our experimental data, the
effective exponents of the established fit presented in Figure 5.5 can be de-
termined by performing linear fits in the log-log data, therefore obtaining
effective power laws of each curve. The evolution of the exponent can be
seen in Figure 5.6.
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As it can be seen by comparing Figures 5.4 and 5.6, the obtained fit
seems to reasonably compare with the experimental results for a-direction.
However, the theoretically expected coefficient for a Fermi liquid B/A = 1
4pi2
could not be fitted to the experimental results, as this would shift the relax-
ation regime to either substantially lower temperatures or higher frequencies.
Conversely, a relation of B/A = 1 showed noticeably more correspondence
to our data, albeit not being an absolute proof of such relaxation as the
reasoning is only approximative.
For b-direction the analysis is slightly more difficult, as the trend seems
to rise by temperature from power law of 0.5 up to 0.85. The reason for
this is unknown, yet it is important to note that as seen from Figure 3.1,
the coherence temperature TK is substantially larger for b-direction than
in a-direction, meaning that the heavy fermion state evolves earlier to b-
direction. This means that the relaxation rate is smaller for b-direction
than a-direction with corresponding temperatures and frequencies. As a
consequence, for b-direction the relaxation regime is reached earlier in lower
frequencies and/or higher temperatures.
Comparing the results from previous experiments conducted only with
respect to temperature, Ott et al. reports A-coefficient in the electrical re-
sistivity ρ = ρo + AT
2 of 111 µΩ cm2/K2 for a polycrystalline sample [36],
correlating to 122 µΩ cm2/K2 for single crystal a-direction measured by
Amato et al. [1]. With a density of 8.24 g/cm3 [7] and considering a simple
relation of ρ = m
∗
ne2
(Γ0 + A
′T 2), these results correspond to A-coefficient of
the relaxation rate Γ of roughly 2 × 1010 1
sK2
, which lies within the uncer-
tainty zone of our performed fits with a value of 1011 1
sK2
.
Nonetheless, an explanation for the previously measured anomalous power
law of Rs ∼ ω2/3 [21] can be suggested. As stated in Section 2.4.2, ω2/3-
variance of surface resistance would suggest an anomalous skin effect for
conventional metals, meaning that the penetration depth of light is sub-
stantially shorter than the mean free path of electrons. In case of heavy
fermions, an anomalous skin effect is rather counter-intuitive, since the mean
free path of the heavy charge carriers stays short. However, as it is theo-
retically suggested in Section 2.4.3, the onset of a relaxation regime with
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Fermi liquid characteristics leads to major deviations from the power law of
Rs ∼ ω1/2 that defines a normal skin effect. Correlation effects cause an in-
creasing of the effective exponent, which was experimentally observed in our
measurements. Therefore, we suggest that the previously reported anomaly
is merely an illusion caused by the fact that heavy fermion materials cannot
be treated as conventional metals due to the strong electronic correlations.
All in all, it was shown that the measured surface resistance of CeCu6 has
a pronounced frequency dependence strongly deviating from the power law
of RS ∼ ω1/2 that is characteristic for the normal skin effect in conventional
metals. Measurements in a-direction displayed an evolution from a RS ∼
ω1/2 power law at high temperatures towards higher effective exponents with
decreasing temperature, and a hypothetical quadratic relaxation was fitted
to correspond the measurements. On the other hand, b-direction presented
an anomalous trend with an exponent increasing with temperature, turning
out to be slightly more complex to interpret considering the finite amount
of data.
5.2 YbRh2Si2
For YbRh2Si2, the measurements were conducted in a magnetic field, since
magnetic field functions as a tuning parameter for the hybridization strength
and the material undergoes a field-induced quantum critical phase transi-
tion.
However, the effects of a changing magnetic field on superconducting
lead stripline resonators have not been examined to date. Since hysteresis
effects can affect the quality factor of the resonator upon sweeping the field
back and forth, we performed a measurement increasing the field to 200 mT
and decreasing it back to 0 mT. The change in quality factor can be seen
in Figure 5.7. The result is somewhat surprising: the critical field of the
lead stripline – which shows up as a steep decrease/increase in the quality
factor – changes from 50 mT when increasing the field into 70 mT when
decreasing it back. This would mean that the resonator is more durable of
magnetic field when decreasing the field and recovering the superconducting
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state, which is rather counter-intuitive. In comparison, the critical field of
bulk lead is 80 mT [4].
Fig. 5.7: The quality factor of 6 GHz resonance peak upon a magnetic field sweep.
Most likely due to the observed hysteresis effect, measurements con-
ducted in a changing magnetic field turn out to be not as reliable. Never-
theless, these problems are less likely to occur with temperature sweeps at
fixed magnetic fields, since there is no need to sweep the field back and forth
and the system has more time to stabilize.
Moreover, because the sample has a high surface roughness, yet it is
too delicate for polishing, frequency-dependent measurements relying on
absolute values are no longer reliable. This is due to the fact that different
resonance modes have their electric field maximums at different parts of the
resonator and therefore probe different areas of the sample — and, having
alternating distances to the sample, this causes substantial deviations to the
geometrical factor and therefore to the frequency-dependent response.
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Fig. 5.8: A phase transition is visible as a clear change of trend in the measured
quality factor. The pictured transition is measured in a magnetic field of
125 mT, presenting the transition between Fermi- and non-Fermi liquid
phases. The approximate phase transition zone with uncertainty is marked
in red.
Despite of not being able to deduct frequency-dependent response of
the surface resistance (as in the case of CeCu6), the measurement method
nevertheless comes handy for phenomena relying on relative changes, phase
changes in particular. With respect to changing temperature, a phase change
appears as a clear change of trend in the measured quality factor as well
as the surface resistance, as it can be seen in Figure 5.8. In addition to
phase changes in YbRh2Si2 having never been measured before with stripline
resonators, they haven’t been measured with multiresonant methods. The
technique of measuring electron spin resonance maps the phase diagram
with a fixed frequency at a fixed magnetic field, giving no information about
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a frequency-dependent phase change; this is where the stripline resonator
technique proves useful.
The motivation to study frequency-dependent phase changes, especially
between Fermi and non-Fermi liquid phases, comes from the undiscovered
nature of these materials. As it was seen in Section 2.2, correlation ef-
fects stemming from electronic many-body interactions are pronouncedly
frequency dependent. A phase change, being ultimately a change in the
Fermi surface and scattering mechanisms, is essentially a transition from
one frequency-dependent response of the material into another. This be-
ing said, it is not obvious to claim whether a phase change probed with
a frequency of the same order as the electrons’ relaxation rate is frequency
dependent or not. The question is particularly interesting with Fermi – non-
Fermi liquid phase change, since the phase transition is smooth. As both
the localised magnetic moments and the conduction electrons contribute to
the conduction in both phases, there are no abrupt changes in Fermi surface,
giving place for frequency-dependent deviations to possibly occur.
In Figure 5.9, a phase transition between Fermi- and non-Fermi liquid
phases1 in 125 mT is presented with five different resonator modes. Phase
transition zones with uncertainties were determined in the same manner as
presented in Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.10 presents the transition zones for
different frequencies.
As it can be seen from Figure 5.10, the phase transitions do not show
pronounced deviations between different frequencies. On the other hand,
the transition ranges are rather broad considering the uncertainty of the de-
termination and may therefore hide underlying frequency-dependent tran-
sitions that are out of our sensitivity. Alternatively, being a smooth phase
transition, it does not present a frequency dependence at all.
1 In order to visualize the position of the transition in the phase diagram of YbRh2Si2,
it might be useful to look back at Figure 3.4.
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Fig. 5.9: A phase transition between Fermi- and non-Fermi liquid phases in a mag-
netic field of 125 mT shows as a change of trend in the measured surface
resistance. The absolute values of the surface resistance for each mode
were normalized and shifted for clarity.
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Fig. 5.10: Phase transi-
tion zones and
uncertain-
ties between
Fermi and
non-Fermi
liquid phases
in 125 mT
for different
frequencies.
Fig. 5.11: Phase transitions of 3 GHz resonance peak in magnetic fields, normalized
and shifted for clarity.
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Fig. 5.12: Surface resistance of different modes in 60 mT as a function of temper-
ature .
The aforementioned method was performed for five other fields as well,
presented in Figure 5.11 for 3 GHz resonance frequency. The 3 GHz trends in
different fields were normalized and shifted to the corresponding magnitude
of the magnetic field in order to present the phase changes in one graph.
The phase changes in these measured magnetic fields match well the results
from other methods [8, 17, 37, 38] and different resonator modes do not
show pronounced differences from each other for each of the fields, except
for the case of 60 mT that is presented in Figure 5.12.
The reason for the anomalous trends in the magnetic field of 60 mT is
not known. Yet, it is worth to note that at this field the material expe-
riences quantum criticality and spin fluctuations extending from the zero-
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temperature quantum critical point towards higher temperatures. In this
region, a major part of the physics – most importantly the deviation from
the Fermi liquid theory – is still an open question in the field.
As a curious side-note, in addition to the examined phase changes a
feature around 350 mK in magnetic field of 60 mT was observed. This
feature appears as a clear change of trend in the resonance frequency between
340 and 350 mT, as it shows in Figure 5.13, however the effect is too weak
to be visible in the measured quality factor.
A similar change of trend was observed by Reid et al. [43] at this temper-
ature range. In 60 mT, below a characteristic temperature both the electric
and thermal resistivity start to deviate from the linear trend associated with
Fig. 5.13: A clear change of trend in the resonance frequencies at 350 mK and
60 mT. The resonance frequencies were normalized and shifted for clarity.
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non-Fermi liquid behaviour. These temperatures2 called T ∗ were located at
different magnetic fields, resulting in a phase diagram shown in Figure 5.14.
Similar features have also been observed in ac-susceptibility [54] and heat
capacity [8, 35], but the origin is still unknown. In the article of Reid et
al. it is discussed of the possibility that T ∗ is a temperature below which
antiferromagnetic ordering of the magnetic moments sets in, and in this
temperature range the onset of magnons prevent the linear non-Fermi liquid
behaviour from extending until 0 K. It is also speculated that below T ∗
2 A specific T ∗ to address the temperature where deviations from linear resistivity start
to occur, defined by them; not to be mixed T ∗ associated with the quantum critical region.
Fig. 5.14: A phase diagram in the left from [43]. The temperature T ∗ marks a
crossover temperature below which the resistivity deviates from a lin-
ear temperature dependence. Closed circles are determined from charge
transport and open cirlces from heat transport, while the black square
is obtained from [54] for electrical resistivity. The deviations from a
linear temperature trend are shown for 60 mT in the right. Reprinted
with permission from J.-Ph. Reid et al. Wiedemann-Franz law and
nonvanishing temperature scale across the field-tuned quantum criti-
cal point of YbRh2Si2, Phys. Rev. B 89, 045130, 2014. http:
//dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.89.045130 Copyright (2014) by the
American Physical Society.
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the de Broglie wavelength of electrons becomes bigger than the suggested
antiferromagnetic correlation length. In any case, the origin of T ∗ – the
change of one observed trend into an another – is unexplained, particularly
since solely the origin of a ”classic” non-Fermi liquid behaviour has remained
uncharacterised to date.
In conclusion, due to the surface roughness of the used sample and the
observed hysteresis effects of changing magnetic field to a stripline, the focus
of research for YbRh2Si2 turned into phase changes. A possible frequency de-
pendence of a phase change between Fermi- and non-Fermi liquid phase was
examined. As a result, no pronounced frequency dependence was observed
within our sensitivity and frequency range. Additionally, a change of trend
in the measured resonance frequencies was observed in 350 mK and 60 mT,
correlating with reports from different measurement techniques; however,
the origin of the effect is still under speculation.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The focus of this thesis is to utilize the skin effect as a new way of examining
electronic correlation effects in bulk heavy fermion compounds with stripline
resonators in the microwave range.
The question regarding deviations from the normal skin effect ascended
from previous measurements conducted on heavy fermion metals CeCu6 and
YbRh2Si2 by Daniel Hafner [23]. The compounds were measured with the
same method of optical spectroscopy using stripline resonators as described
in this thesis, directly addressing the surface resistance of these materials. In
his measurements, CeCu6 showed a power law associated with an anomalous
skin effect, which would turn out to be rather problematic as heavy fermion
materials with enhanced effective masses and relaxation times should reason-
ably not be on this regime. Moreover, previous measurements on YbRh2Si2
showed major deviations from any theoretical power law.
One reason for these deviations is suggested in this thesis. For conven-
tional metals, an approximation of a non-interacting Fermi gas serves well
when describing electronic transport with the Drude model. However, heavy
fermions not only possess renormalization of the effective mass and the re-
laxation time, but also cause deviations from the approximation of a Fermi
gas with the emerging electronic correlations. Theoretically, a model of in-
teracting fermions is characterized by Fermi liquid theory, which describes
relaxation effects to also be dependent on the frequency of the external
electric field.
Therefore, since heavy fermion materials can no longer be treated as
conventional metals, a correction for the theory of skin effect in correlated
materials is suggested in this thesis. It should turn out to be highly useful,
as the skin effect can further be utilized as a new approach for studying
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correlated electronic transport in heavy fermion materials, particularly for
compounds that are only possible to be grown as bulk single crystals. Exper-
imental difficulties are the main reason why frequency-dependent correlation
effects in bulk heavy fermion materials at low temperatures have not been
adequately examined previously. This is unfortunate, as frequency plays
an undeniably important role in correlated electronic transport. In this
thesis experimental research was conducted to gain information regarding
the frequency-dependent response of correlated electronic transport in these
compounds.
CeCu6 is an optimal choice for examining correlation effects since it
shows well-established Fermi liquid characterization below 100 mK. In this
thesis, the frequency-dependent surface resistance of the compound was
studied in two axes (a and b). The results show clear deviation from the nor-
mal skin effect and the development of a relaxation regime with correlation
effects at low temperatures.
The measurements in a-direction displayed an evolution from a power
law of RS ∼ ω1/2 at high temperatures towards higher exponents with de-
creasing temperature, demonstrating a shift of the relaxation rate into the
range of our measured frequencies. In this thesis, the development of a relax-
ation regime is theoretically shown to cause deviations from the description
of normal skin effect, which would explain both the observed evolution as
well as the previously measured anomalous behaviour. In order to be com-
pared with the predictions of Fermi liquid theory, a hypothetical quadratic
relaxation was fitted to the data with relaxation rate in the GHz range, ap-
proximately corresponding to previous experiments conducted with respect
to temperature. However, instead of a predicted relation of 1
4pi2
comparing
the temperature and frequency responses of a Fermi liquid, our results sug-
gested that the coefficient of the frequency-dependent counterpart has to at
least be of the same order with that of temperature.
Results on b-direction presented an exponent increasing with tempera-
ture, turning out to be slightly more complex to interpret. However, it is
worth to note that the conducted analysis is only an approximate method
to determine the onset of correlation effects. As stated in Section 5, the
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relaxation regime is expected to occur at lower frequencies and/or higher
temperatures compared to a-direction. Consequently, being already well in
the relaxation regime, the correlation effects cause deviation to the trend
in surface resistance, which is theoretically not described as a simple power
law. Considering the complexity of the theoretical form and the finite sen-
sitivity of both the data and the obtained fits, conducting analytical fits is
not straightforward.
Despite of not verifying a theoretically predicted Fermi liquid relaxation,
it was shown that correlation effects cause deviations to the conventional
description of normal skin effect. In previous experiments on CeCu6, this
resulted into an illusion of an anomalous skin effect, which is not sensible in
the case of a heavy fermion metal. The origin of this apparent anomaly was
suggested in this thesis both theoretically and experimentally.
For YbRh2Si2 the aforementioned analysis would certainly have been in-
teresting, but the sample used in this project was not appropriate for mea-
surements relying on absolute values due to surface roughness. Therefore,
the focus of research turned into the examination of frequency-dependent
phase changes, particularly between Fermi and non-Fermi liquid phases. A
curious question is whether a phase change with probing frequencies of the
same order than the relaxation rate could be frequency dependent. Accord-
ing to our observations, the transition zones with uncertainties did not show
pronounced frequency dependence. This can either result from the uncer-
tainty of the determination, hiding possible frequency-related deviations; or,
alternatively, the phase changes do not present a frequency dependence at
all. At this point, it is impossible to make definite conclusions on the under-
lying nature of the phase change between Fermi liquid and non-Fermi liquid
phases, calling for further research to be done on the issue.
All in all, in this thesis it is shown that correlation effects in heavy
fermion compounds cause deviations to the description of the normal skin
effect, and the method is used further to understand the connections be-
tween theoretical predictions and experimental observations. Both the the-
oretically and experimentally conducted method for investigating scattering
mechanisms in heavy fermion compounds via the skin effect offers a new ap-
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proach for understanding correlated electron systems and the physics behind
them.
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LIST OF CONCEPTS
Antiferromagnetism: An order of magnetic moments in a regular pat-
tern, where neighbouring spins point in opposite directions.
Attenuation constant: A parameter to represent the exponential decay
of an electromagnetic field in a medium.
Coherence temperature: The temperature below which conduction elec-
trons hybridize with the localised magnetic moments in heavy fermion
compounds, leading to a high effective mass of these charge carriers.
Correlated electron system: Materials that exhibit unusual electronic
and magnetic properties arising from strong many-body interactions
between the electrons.
Doniach model: A theoretical model to relate Kondo and RKKY effects
in order to predict the material ground state.
Drude Model: A model to describe electronic transport in metals, as-
suming electrons to be non-interacting ”pinballs”.
Fermi gas: An ensemble of non-interacting fermions obeying Fermi-Dirac
statistics.
Fermi liquid theory: A statistical model to describe an ensemble of
interacting fermions.
Geometrical factor: A physical quantity defined to represent the chang-
ing dimensions of a stripline according to the Wheeler incremental
inductance rule.
List of concepts 75
Heavy fermion compound: Intermetallic compounds that exhibit strong
electronic correlations at low temperatures, leading to an enhanced
effective mass of the charge carriers.
Hybridization strength: A relative strength of hybridization of two dif-
ferent electronic bands.
Insertion loss: A dimensionless parameter comparing internally occur-
ring losses to those of the external circuitry, expressing the effective
coupling of these two.
Kondo effect: The scattering mechanism of conduction electrons and
their screening of magnetic impurities in the material, leading to a
significant change in electrical resistivity: with decreasing temper-
ature, the electrical resistivity rises logarithmically until reaching a
maximum.
Kondo temperature: A temperature marking the evolution of the heavy
fermion state, visible as a maximum in the electric resistivity.
Ne´el temperature: The temperature above which magnetic order (anti-
ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic) turns into paramagnetic (disordered)
due to thermal fluctuations.
Non-Fermi liquid: A phase of a material experiencing a break-down of
Fermi liquid characteristics, often observed in the vicinity of a quantum
critical region.
Paramagnetism: A phase of disordered spins that are aligned and at-
tracted by an external magnetic field.
Penetration depth: An effective length scale to represent the exponential
decay of an electromagnetic field into a medium: Within the penetra-
tion depth, the intensity of the wave has decreased by a factor of 1/e.
Phase velocity: The velocity of a propagating wave in space.
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Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) effect: An effect to ar-
range magnetic moments into an energetically favorable order.
Skin effect: The tendency of an alternating current to be mainly dis-
tributed at the surface of a metal.
Surface impedance: An optical response function to the AC electronic
transport in a medium, describing both Ohmic losses and opposition
of change in the current within the material.
Scattering time: An average time between scattering events.
Scattering rate: Inverse of scattering time.
Wheeler incremental inductance rule: An approximation of the char-
acteristic impedance of a stripline in a changing electromagnetic field
by effectively reducing the stripline size with the penetrated surfaces.
Quality factor: A dimensionless parameter to represent the losses occur-
ring within a resonant structure.
Quantum critical point: A point in a phase diagram where a phase
change occurs at zero temperature and thus is driven purely by strongly
correlated spin fluctuations.
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